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In recent years, we have seen a rapid expansion of digital currencies.
At the same time, we cannot deny that the situation of the global
economy is fragile.
The current situation of the world economy has not yet fully recovered
from the pandemic. Even before the war, inflation had accelerated in
many countries due to supply-demand imbalances and government
support during the pandemic, which led to a tightening of monetary
policy.

In this context, economic growth will continue to slow and inflation(1)
will continue to accelerate. Overall, economic and monetary risks have
increased significantly.
The NoMarkUp and TunCoin projects were born in this context, as de-
banking becomes a major issue for a lot of people among us. On the
other hand, E-commerce today does not benefit enough from the
advantages that blockchain technology offers.

We have developed a set of solutions based on blockchain(2)
technology and smart-contracts that we will be detailed below.

We want this white paper to be accessible to beginners in this field, and
exhaustive to those who are moe experienced.

Our goal is simple, to create a system capable of protecting the
economic and monetary interests of our users.

CONTEXT



INTRODUCTION

TunCoin is a crypto-currency token based on the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC)(3) created by the team for the development of three fully interlocking

projects:

1/ The issuance of an intuitive digital token to simplify
commercial and financial exchanges. With TunCoin

anyone is able to access financial services and cheap
capital, and thus generates short-term profits. TunCoin,

being decentralized and anonymous, opens up attractive
prospects for its holders.

2/ The creation of an innovative international Web 3.0 e-
commerce corporation based fundamentally on

Blockchain technology and smart contracts. NoMarkUp
Corporation aims to sell and deliver voted and negotiated

products for its customers.
 

Our nomarkup.shop website will offer a different
customer experience, each transaction is driven by a

smart contract, at the slightest incident the customer is
refunded immediately in full transparency. This is how we

tend to innovate the next customer experience.
 
 

3/ The mission of the NoMarkUp Foundation is to
implement and monitor our CSR (Corporate Social

Responsibility) strategy, which aims to consider our
overall performance from three angles: economic, societal

and especially environmental.
We will work with BL-evolution(4) to develop appropriate

actions to make the environmental cause a solid
foundation of our compagny



NOMARKUP CORPORATION
By 2025, blockchain-based activities are expected to generate 10% of
global GDP(5). Financial institutions around the world are
experimenting this technology to create the transactional platform of
the future. Mastercard(6) has already deployed its own blockchain for
payment processing. Meanwhile, Amazon(7) has announced the
availability of its Amazon Managed Blockchain service.

Our project NoMarkUp Corporation follows the same approach, having
the innovation of Web 3.0 in its DNA and offering a premium service to
its users.
As its name indicates, NoMarkUp Corporation takes up the challenge of
offering its customers high quality products at prices that aims to defy 
 competition, up to 80% off the price generally seen with our
competitors.
How is this possible? Let's look at this diagram:

The margin is the difference between the selling price and: the purchase cost
of the goods + transport costs + storage costs + handling costs + insurance

costs, etc.
Example: The sales margin of a product bought 4 euros to be resold 11 euros is

equal to 7 euros.

In addition to the margin, manufacturers, distributors and retailers also apply
profit ratios to maximize profitability.
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As you can see, most of the price of any product comes from the
margins applied, the buying and selling costs, the distribution costs
and the taxes... 
At NoMarkUp, we simply remove these margins and fees. And we will

limit taxes to the strict legal minimum. A model similar to private sales
and group sales, but which goes much further in pulling down prices.

We will negotiate prices directly with the manufacturers
 We will apply 0$ Margin on all our products !

And we will refund you immediately at the slightest incident

The inconveniences of private or group sales to date are mainly: not
respected delivery times, fastidious refund requests, and severel
unresponsive customer services

Our solution: Each transaction on nomarkup.shop will be controlled by
smart-contract which by its transparency, we hope that it will
guarantee the complete satisfaction of our customers
In other words, our customer service will be automated on-chain with
smart-contracts.

 



Our goal is to establish partnerships with many brands in luxury,
technology, high-tech, home, interior decoration, furniture and
tableware sectors. The products offered will be varied and at
unbeatable prices.

All the products offered for sale will be previously consulted and
validated by our community. Through regular surveys, we will be able
to propose products that will suit our users. Please note that our
consultations will also be carried out and controlled via smart
contracts to ensure total transparency.
With hundreds (if not thousands) of potential customers among our
community, the brands mentioned above would undoubtedly be
interested in our potential.

We consider firstly deliveries throughout France and the
Mediterranean basin, all the European zone in a second time, and aims
the world market in a third time.



Smarts contracts

NoMarkUp.shop

NoMarkUp corporation

A smart contract is a computer code that aims to store and process
information on the blockchain.
In our case, we will use it for at least two projects:

        Order and reservation process of products
        Product voting process
        Payment process

       Strategic voting
NOMARKUP SERVER

To simplify, when a user submits his vote via the browser (1), the JS
captures the information from the HTML page (2) and transmits it
through the Web3 APIs to the blockchain (3), which updates the smart
contract (4) with the new vote.
The JS re-consults the smart contract and updates the HTML web page
(5) so that the user can see the result of the votes (6).



The Blockchain solution

The blockchain can be defined as a technology that allows the
exchange and storage of assets (money) on the Internet in a highly
secure manner while eliminating centralized control intermediaries
(e.g. banks). 
It is an infallible database that contains the history of all exchanges
made since its creation.
What gives it its qualities is the fact that it is shared by its various
users who play the role of controller of the integrity of your transaction,
plus all other flows that are added.
Each new transaction that is grafted into the blockchain is called a
block, and here you can guess where the name of this technology
comes from.

What is the difference with the traditional banking system?

In a traditional transaction, when a third party A wants to buy a good or
transfer an asset to another third party B, the transaction is centralized,
only the two banks of A and B have control and hold the information.



With blockchain technology, information is validated and, more
importantly, replicated across all nodes of the blockchain.

The architecture

Web hosting on the blockchain uses the IPFS protocol which is still
recent and does not protect the anonymity of its users.
The network frames of the IPFS protocol contain a lot of
information about their origin.
To view a website on the blockchain, the user must have a browser
that can communicate using this protocol. Most browsers on the
market do not have this capability.

Hosting

We have chosen to host the NoMarkUp website on a classic server for
these reasons:

This architecture will obviously evolve towards 100% Web 3.0



The link between tuncoin.io, normakup.shop and normakup
foundation
An MS architecture integrates a gateway, the question is how to
optimize this component for an optimal integration (firewall,
authentication, etc)
Protection of customer information: using a market IDF (identity
provider federation) or an internal MS
Availability of the service

Software

We have chosen to start with a backend architecture based on
microservices (MS) in order to guarantee the maintainability and
scalability of the application.

This choice is accompanied by a series of questions and decisions
that need to be tested and validated before being implemented:

MS
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BACK END

FRONT OFFICE

GATEWAY
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DATABASE

BACKOFFICE

NOMARKUP SERVER



access via an IPSec tunnel (VPN)
connection to interfaces via electronic authentication keys

To public routes
To connected routes
To private routes

Access to sensitive interfaces such as the NoMarkUp.shop backoffice,
the corporate management applications and the foundation will be
protected by a double layer of security:

 

All calls between the different components will be made through API
calls.

There are three types of calls at this stage:

Safety and security
 



At the launch of NoMarkUp, we outsource this task, we will sign
partnerships with the leaders of home delivery to route our
products. UPS, DHL, FedEx, DPD, Colissimo or Chronopost will be
reliable partners, we can also use the delivery in relay point,
worldwide Relay or Colis relais.
During the second year following the launch of NoMarkUp
Corporate, we will engage in a process of internalization of the
delivery. With a goal of 100% of the product journey from supplier to
customer on Blockchain.

Our business model for the delivery to our customers isplanned in two
phases, 

1.

2.

THE ECONOMIC DELIVERY MODEL

A blockchain is just a nesting of elements. Its application in our
delivery model is feasible since it is as open and transparent as it is
secure. The Binance Smart Chain blockchain brings interesting
guarantees. It is indeed the assurance of a traceability of the
information considered as unshakeable.

Blockchain and our smart-contracts make exchanges ensure smooth,
shorten delivery times, make data integrity more reliable for carriers...
and finally greatly improve our users' trust.



NOMARKUP FOUNDATION

Our foundation will be funded by an annual endowment from
NoMarkUp Corporation, which will be subject to community
consultation. In addition, 1% of the transaction fees from
nomarkup.shop sales will be donated to the foundation.

Simultaneously with the launch of NoMarkUp Corporation, we will also
launch NoMarkUP Foundation.

Presentation

A non-profit foundation, whose mission will be to implement and
monitor our CSR strategy. We are deeply convinced of the crucial
interest of adopting a sustainable development policy. NoMarkUp
Foundation will accompany NoMarkUp Corporation in developing
action plans with more sustainable and environmentally friendly goals.

Concrete actions

We are convinced that environmental and societal commitments can
only be a series of concrete actions with real implications.

It is a sad thing to think that nature speaks and that the human race does not listen. -
Victor Hugo



Our foundation will also work to support initiatives around access to
clean water and sanitation. We consider this to be a universal right.
Projects like Kumulus (a water technology start-up whose mission is to
bring clean water to drylands) will be supported by our foundation.

We will engage in a process of supporting the development of forests,
which we consider the best way to contribute to carbon sequestration
and support the preservation of ecosystems. In concrete terms, every
month, we will plant trees in partnership with the EcoTree(8)
ecotree.green website
Other actions of the same nature will be discussed within our
community.



TOKENOMICS

THE TOKEN

TunCoin is backed by the Binance Smart Chain and therefore offers
maximum security to its users with a reliable, secure and recognized
infrastructure.

TunCoin and its ecosystem allow investors to counter inflation,
TunCoin is independent, so its price is a reflection of demand rather
than inflation. As an investor, or a user, you are reassured, because the
number of tokens is capped, so the quantity available cannot become
uncontrollable, and therefore, no risk of inflation, on the contrary
TunCoin will inevitably increase in value.

A burn(9) mechanism is set up for each transaction, which leads to a
limited number of tokens in circulation and promotes its growth.
TunCoin can be transferred between users or used to pay for all types of
goods and services, it can also be immediately and at any time
exchanged into Euro, Dollar... (Fiat) or crypto-currencies (Bitcoin,
Ethereum, BNB...)

TunCoin offers a solution that eliminates financial intermediaries such
as traditional banks, you will no longer have to give your trust to any of
these intermediaries. Blockchain and cryptocurrencies offer you
another solution. They are accessible to everyone and everywhere. You
can therefore invest in the financial markets and carry out your
transactions without any intermediary.

It is our duty to provide a digital solution with the aim of allowing users
to own an independent, stable and guaranteed portfolio within a
complete ecosystem.



GOVERNANCE

The governance of NoMarkUp is the process within our corporation,
which is responsible for how we make major decisions and their
implementation.
The authority is distributed among all TunCoin holders which is also
the governance token(10) of the project.
All major decisions will be put out for consultation.

Monthly consultations:

Strategic consultations: 

We distinguish two types of consultations:

 Which define the products and categories to be featured on our
nomarkup.shop site

 We will ask our community for their opinion regarding the
international expansion of NoMarkup Corporation when we set up our
subsidiaries.

All these consultations will of course be driven by decentralized on-
chain smart-contract. On-chain governance has the added advantage
of rapid decision-making with increased transparency and
accountability.



Total Supply 31.415.926 100%  

Private investors 1 .570.796,30 5,00% Pre-ICO

Public investors 6 .597. 344,46 21,00% ICO

Incentives 1 .256.637,04 4,00%
Released as and when

required according to a
schedule

Liquidity 4.084.070,38 13,00% Vesting for 12 months 

Reserve 11.975.750,99 38,12%  

Foundation 2.890.265,19 9,2%  

Advisors 502.654,82 1,60%  

Team 2 538 406,82 8,08%
Vesting for 12 months
then unlocked every

month

DISTRIBUTION OF TUNCOIN



A crypto-currency project that caters to beginners and experts alike. 
A real economic, financial and environmental utility 
A capped number of tokens that reduces over time, TunCoin is a deflationary token.
The burn. To put it simply, it is about withdrawing tokens from the circulating supply. Via a
mechanism depending on the transaction fees, a decreasing burn (1% of transaction fees, then
0.9%, 0.8% ... until 0%)  
Vesting(11), tokens acquired by the team and institutional investors will have a 12-month lock-in
period.

Consensus: Binance Smart Chain
Total Supply TS (Total number of TunCoin): 31.415.926 TUN

Number of Tokens put on private sale: 1.570.796,30 
Start date of the private sale: November 2022

Number of Tokens offered for public sale: 6.597.344,46
Start date of the public sale: January 2023 

All unsold Tokens from the public or private sale will be burned
Number of Tokens for liquidity: 4,084,070.38

 
Lock-in period for liquidity: 12 months

INDEPENDENT AND SECURE ECOSYSTEM



ROADMAP

T4 2022

T1 2023

T2 2023
T3 2023

T4 2023

10/2022
Social networks
Issuance of
31.415.926 TUN

06/2022 
The founders of
TunCoin put the
cornerstone of the
project

11/2022
TunCoin.io
White paper 
Presale
AirDrop
Bonus / Affiliate

01/2023
Distribution TUN 
Pre-sale
ICO Round 1

02/2023
Round 2  ICO
Functional roadmap of
nomarkup.shop

03/2023
Round 3 ICO
Preparation of the
nomarkup.shop
dev stack

Mai - Juin/2023 
Last round of the ICO
Refinement of the first
user story
nomarkup.shop

07/2023
Distribution of ICO
Tokens 
+ Burn of unsold
Tokens

12/2022
AirDrop
Affiliate 
Bonus

08/2023
Launch of the
NoMarkUp
Foundation

09/2023
Dev of the first
future
nomarkup.shop

10/2023
 Test first futures
nomarkup.shop

11/2023
Server preparation
Pre-prod
nomarkup.shop
Listing TunCoin in
the first exchanges

12/2023
Server preparation
Pre-prod
Prod / iso
nomarkup.shop

01/2024
Latest Pre-Prod
Test
nomarkup.shop

T1 2024
03/2024
 nomarkup.shop goes live 
& TunCoin in more
exchanges



14/11/22 - 08/01/23
Private sales

0.16$

 09/01/23 - 12/02
Round 1 ICO

0.32$

ICO

We will use the funds raised from the public sale for engineering and
development, operations and administration, marketing and promotion,
and legal affairs, while keeping a reserve for unexpected expenses and
future expansions.

13/02 - 26/03
Round 2 ICO

0.45$

27/03 - 30/04
Round 3 ICO

0.62$

01/05 - 18/06/2023
Round 4 and end of ICO

0.79$

-

-22%

Soft-CAP  
420k $

Hard-CAP  
3M $



In the interest of total transparency with our investors, we are seeking the VISA
of the AMF(12) (Autorité des marchés financiers) although this is optional, we are
keen to obtain this approval.

"Issuers of tokens in the "utility token" category have the option (and not the obligation)
to apply for a visa in order to make a public offering of tokens. The AMF's visa is not
issued to a token issuer but to a token offering."

VISA OF THE AMF
 

CONCLUSION

From a technological, utilitarian, marketing or financial point of view, TunCoin is
undoubtedly a real innovation. Indeed, just like BitCoin, ethereum or BNB, the
creation of monetary units by a mathematical algorithm limited to a number
defined at its creation is a new concept. TunCoin goes even further by proposing
an intrinsically deflationary token, with a number of tokens that decreases with
each transaction on NoMarkUp.shop

The decentralization of TunCoin management and governance is innovative.
Clearly, the use of TunCoin brings many advantages to its users, especially in
terms of simplicity and cost of management.



Aymen AYDI
Director of

Communications
Full Stack Developer

Recruitment in progress

TEAM

Houssem SEDDIK Adel MEDIOUNI
CEO - Founder 

Expert in financial
markets

CTO - CO-Founder 
Technical Director

Full Stack Developer
JUNIOR

Community Manager

Maxence NAYET Kevin MESSIAH 

Recruitment in progress

Director of Operations

Consultant CMO

Partha MANDAL

https://www.linkedin.com/in/houssem-s/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mediouni-adel/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aymenaydi/
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